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Zhang Xian saluted one by one, and then the three came to a lobby. The room looked much larger than 

the surrounding rooms, and it looked a little decorated and various leisure facilities. 

“Brother Zhang Xian, you are here!” Just after entering the door, a strong middle-aged man came up to 

say hello to Zhang Xian. 

 

Xiao Chen glanced at the man. I found that I didn’t know him, but I should also be a senior on this side of 

the East China Sea. 

 

“Vice captain Zeng. Why are you here? Are you so free today?” There was no lack of sarcasm in Zhang 

Xian’s tone. 

 

It means that you, a deputy health guard, don’t be busy with your normal work. What do you come here 

to do. 

 

Xiao Chen and Nangong Lengshan listened to the implication of Zhang Xian, so they can probably guess 

that their relationship should not be very good. 

 

“Oh, I really have a lot of things to do. But Captain Lin asked me to receive Mr. Rost today, so I was 

helpless. Oh, why did you bring two younger brothers? Would you like to report this to the captain?” 

 

Zeng Guanglin laughed, but what he said was also a variety of challenges to Zhang Xian. 

 

“This is doctor Xiao Chen and a good friend of Captain Lin. if you feel you need to report, you can call 

captain Lin and see what he says.” 

 

Zhang Xian said with a fearless look. 

 

“Captain Lin’s good friend? A miracle doctor?” Zeng Guanglin’s face changed slightly and looked up and 

down at Xiao Chen and Nangong Lengshan. 



 

It didn’t seem very sure, so he reluctantly smiled and said, “since you are the friend of Captain Wei, of 

course you are very welcome.” 

 

Xiao Chen and Nangong Lengshan were not polite to him. He just nodded slightly and didn’t talk to the 

Deputy guard. 

 

“Captain Zeng, I’m still looking for you.” A non-standard Xia language came out there. 

 

They turned to see that it was no one else. It was the doctor Rost who Xiao Chen and Nangong Lengshan 

met in the game hall earlier. 

 

Seeing Xiao Chen and Nangong Lengshan, Rost’s eyes also twinkled with a strange light. However, he did 

not say hello to them, but went straight to Zeng Guanglin. 

 

“Deputy Health Chief Zeng, I said last time that I needed several things, but didn’t you bring them to 

me? Now I’ve lost my medical box. If I want to treat the wounded soldiers, what should I do?” Rost’s 

tone was very unhappy, as if all this was Zeng Guanglin’s problem. 

 

Zeng Guanglin’s face is really not very good-looking, but at present, this Rost is not the one he can 

offend. So he could only smile and say: 

 

“Mr. Rost, please take a break and I’ll get you some of the equipment you need right away.” 

 

With that, Zeng Guanglin disappeared into the lobby. 

 

“Mr. Rost, you’re just here. I’ll introduce you. This is the famous doctor in the East China Sea, Mr. Xiao 

Chen.” 

 

Seeing that Zeng Guanglin had left, Zhang Xian came forward and introduced Xiao Chen. 

 

“Hello, Dr. Rost.” Xiao Chen also politely came forward to say hello. 



 

“It was you two who caused it just now. I lost my medical box, and now my people are also sick. What 

do you mean to call a miracle doctor?” Rost seemed a little angry after seeing Xiao Chen. 

 

“What’s going on?” Zhang Xian was stunned. He didn’t know that such a thing had happened between 

Xiao Chen and Rost. 

 

“You!” Nangong Lengshan just wanted to go up and teach Rost a lesson, but Xiao Chen stopped him. 

 

“It was all a misunderstanding. I wasn’t sure about the patient at that time, so I kept thinking. I saw that 

such a famous doctor as Rost came and could certainly cure his disease, so I didn’t say anything.” 

 

Xiao Chen smiled faintly. 

 

This sentence can not only elute your own relationship. He put his high hat on Rost’s head again, and he 

was not a native of Xia state. It was estimated that he could not hear the implication of Xiao Chen. 

 

Sure enough, Rost looked a lot better after being praised by Xiao Chen. So some chagrin: 

 

“I should have known that the man was a little abnormal. You really can’t be blamed for this. Forget it, 

that’s it. I have to treat the soldiers.” 

 

Then he turned and left. 

 

Seeing that Rost was gone, Zhang Xian’s face showed a smile: 

 

“Gao, brother Xiao Chen, Rost doesn’t know the essence of our Xia language at all. Won’t you play with 

it later?” 

 

“No, if he really came to help us treat the wounded, I don’t need to embarrass him on other things. I just 

said this to avoid some trouble.” Xiao Chen smiled. 



 

“Brother Xiao Chen, I didn’t expect that you really have something to do with the zombie.” At this time, 

Zhang Xian had a trace of doubt about Xiao Chen and Nangong Lengshan. 

 

“It’s not true, but we met this thing when we were just going to deal with our own affairs. At that time, I 

actually saw that there was something wrong with the man, but the scene at that time didn’t allow me 

to say it. I was afraid of causing panic. At the same time, Rost was very high-profile, so it became like 

that.” 

 

Xiao Chen explained everything. 

 

“So it is. I really can’t blame brother Xiao Chen. This Rost is too arrogant. It’s a pity that he didn’t get 

bitten to death.” Zhang Xian laughed. 

 

“Brother Zhang Xian is serious. He is still a doctor. He can save people alive.” Xiao Chen smiled faintly. 

 

“Come on! There are wounded! Give way!” Suddenly, a very rapid female voice came from behind. 

 

After a while, a woman in uniform took a group of people carrying an injured man to the interior of the 

lobby. 

 

Zhang Xian and Xiao Chen both hurried to get out of the way. 

 

“The soldier was wounded again.” Zhang Xian seems to recognize the person on the stretcher. 

 

“Again? Isn’t it the first time?” Xiao Chen asked. 

 

“Yes, in order to compete with another soldier of higher level, this boy rushed to the front every time, 

and he was the one who was most seriously injured.” Zhang Xian explained. 

 

“Let’s go and have a look.” Xiao Chen said she wanted to go to the interior of the lobby, but she still 

looked at Zhang Xian’s meaning before. 



 

“OK, let’s go up and have a look.” Zhang Xian did not hesitate. 

 

So the three quickly came to the place of medical treatment. 

 

As soon as she came in, Xiao Chen saw many beds similar to the space capsule, in which there was a 

layer of light glass outside, which looked like the capsule used to make people sleep in science fiction 

movies. 
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“Qin Wu, why are you doing this? What’s the meaning of fighting with my brother every time?” There 

was a woman’s voice. 

It seems to be the woman who just took the lead in carrying people in. 

 

“Come on! Adrenaline!” Over there, Rost hurried very anxiously, and soon a man in a white coat sent a 

needle. 

 

Without saying a word, Rost injected the man named Qin Wu. 

 

Qin Wu, who had been lying like a corpse, seemed to recover and opened his eyes. 

 

Then Rost quickly took all kinds of drugs and prepared them. After a while, he called out another 

injection of emergency medicine. Ready to inject into Qin Wu’s body. 

 

“No, you can’t use such dangerous drugs at this time. It may make his body unbearable!” Xiao Chen 

shouted not far away. 

 

So people’s eyes came to Xiao Chen. 

 



Zhang Xian was also slightly embarrassed at this time. He didn’t know why Xiao Chen suddenly spoke. 

 

“Have you studied western medicine? Are you pointing here?” A soldier on one side was angry when he 

saw Xiao Chen. 

 

“I haven’t studied, but no matter what medicine it is, all pharmacology are the same. If it goes too far, it 

will lead to adverse reactions and even death.” Xiao Chen was as calm as a tunnel. 

 

“Doctor Luo, leave him alone. He’s just a madman. Please save Qin Wu!” At this time, the woman didn’t 

want to ignore Xiao Chen and directly urged Rost here. 

 

“Do you want to kill your comrades in arms?” Xiao Chen had to threaten at this time. 

 

“You know shit!” The woman suddenly burst out a rude remark, and then said to Rost, “fight!” 

 

When Rost heard Xiao Chen’s words, he was also a little tangled in his heart, because he did add a large 

number of stimulant like ingredients to the drug. If it really doesn’t work, it may lead to side effects. Qin 

Wu’s life is not guaranteed. 

 

But the woman in front of him urged him so much that he thought about what to say later, so he beat 

Qin Wu without hesitation. 

 

The characteristic of Western medicine is that it works quickly. After this injection, Qin Wu immediately 

stood up like a new life. 

 

“Why am I here? Let me go to the front line!” This was the first thing he said when he got up. 

 

“At most three minutes, there will certainly be a burst of blood vessels. It can be serious injury or 

death!” Xiao Chen made this conclusion on one side. 

 

“What are you talking about?” Some soldiers over there heard Xiao Chen speak and immediately 

surrounded him. 



 

As soon as Rost heard this, his heart beat with a drum, but Qin Wu had no problem at all, so he scolded 

with confidence: “where are you a quack? Now you frame me up. I can complain to the supreme judge 

of the Empire!” 

 

At this time, Qin Wu also noticed Xiao Chen’s side, so he came to Xiao Chen step by step and arrogantly 

said, “boy, pay attention to your words. Your grandpa Qin Wu is very good, and only your grandpa Qin 

Wu can protect you little citizens, you know?” 

 

Then he walked out with big steps. 

 

“Hum!” The woman also gave Xiao Chen a white look, and then caught up with Qin Wu. 

 

“Brother Xiao Chen, it’s better to talk less here. They are all born soldiers. They are really arrogant in 

character. I hope you don’t take it amiss.” Zhang Xian had to be a peacemaker. 

 

“Don’t worry, brother Zhang Xian. Someone will come to beg me soon.” Xiao Chen smiled confidently. 

 

At this time, Rost angrily came over: “you man. Do you know medical skills? If you dare to insult my 

medical skills here again, I will complain about you immediately. I will do what I say!” 

 

“If you want to complain, go complain. Don’t be wordy here, like a woman!” Nangong Lengshan seems 

to dislike the golden Rost. 

 

“Ah! No!” Suddenly there came a cry of surprise. 

 

“Mr. Rost, come on! Go and save Qin Wu!” The previously arrogant woman ran in with a flustered face. 

 

“How?” Rost was still angry with Xiao Chen and Nangong Lengshan. Now after hearing the news, his 

white face became paler. 

 



Soon. Qin Wu, who was covered with blood, was carried back. It was obvious that this was the internal 

bleeding, and many parts of his body had swollen. 

 

“Dr. Rost! Help him!” Other soldiers behind also urged. 

 

At this time Rost as like as two peas, who are already in a panic. Qin Wu was on the verge of life and 

death. The medicine he just used had no effect. 

 

“Dr. Rost!” Seeing Rost motionless, the woman beside him kept urging him. 

 

This pulled Rost back from the shock, but he really didn’t know what to do. He could only cry out with a 

decadent look: “adrenaline!” 

 

“Still playing?” Xiao Chen looked coldly at Rost. 

 

By this time, Rost had felt his whole body cooling. 

 

“If you don’t fight, do you want my Qin Wu to die?” The woman rushed up and grabbed Xiao Chen’s 

collar. 

 

“I can save him.” Xiao Chen answered calmly. 

 

“You?” The woman looked at Xiao Chen contemptuously: “now Dr. Rost is here. What do you need? I 

think you are just a person who can only say sarcastic words!” 

 

“Hum, my brother Xiao Chen’s doctor is unparalleled in the world. I don’t need his help. I think you want 

your teammates to reincarnate early.” Nangong Lengshan on one side couldn’t help but say a word. 

 

“On the contrary! Who are you, who dare to shout here? Do you know where this is? Believe it or not, I 

will abolish you every minute!” The woman was even more angry. 

 



“Abandon me, okay, come on!” Nangong Lengshan is also very angry at this time. Although the people 

here have some abilities, such personality and attitude really make people feel dissatisfied. 

 

“Don’t be so impulsive. Now Doctor Xiao Chen is here. Maybe Qin Wu can save it. If doctor Xiao Chen 

leaves, it’s estimated that you can only collect Qin Wu’s body.” 

 

On one side, Zhang Xian also couldn’t see the woman’s behavior, and said in a slightly threatening tone. 

 

“Zhang Xian, don’t think you’re a great soldier in this city. I tell you, we are special personnel under the 

above instructions. You don’t have any right to order me to do things here!” The woman glanced at 

Zhang Xian. 

 

“You!” Zhang Xian was also a little angry. He didn’t expect that the woman dared to contradict herself, 

so he turned to Xiao Chen and said, “let’s go!” 
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Nangong Lengshan had long disliked the style of these so-called special soldiers and immediately 

followed Zhang Xian’s footsteps. 

Xiao Chen was not particularly cold about the woman’s aggressive appearance. In his opinion, the most 

important task now is to save his two wives. 

 

Following Zhang Xian here actually means to know some information and see how the situation here is. 

 

Now I’ve just come here. There’s nothing I should know at present. It’s really not worth having some 

collisions with these people now. 

 

Just before leaving, a silver light flashed across Xiao Chen’s hand. A silver needle pierced Qin Wu’s chest. 

 

Rost was still stunned in front of Qin Wu and didn’t know what to do, because Qin Wu’s pulse was 

already in danger. He had no way to cure him. 



 

Now the silver needle appears. Rost thinks someone wants to assassinate Qin Wu. So he shouted again, 

“sneak attack! It’s a sneak attack!” 

 

Few people over there could see Xiao Chen’s actions clearly. When they heard Rost shouting, they were 

alert and looked around. 

 

However, no other outsiders were found sneaking into the camp, so the soldiers here could not help but 

have some doubts about this Rost. 

 

“Dr. Rost, there is no sneak attack by any enemy. You should settle down. Do you feel that Qin Wu can 

be cured?” A soldier on the side is kindly reminding. 

 

However, knowing that Qin Wu could not be cured now, Rost simply pretended to be frightened and 

said, “there are enemies. These enemies are defenseless. I want to ensure my safety now!” 

 

With that, he wanted to escape the scene. 

 

See this scene. Zhang Xian and Xiao Chen were all laughing. 

 

The so-called international famous doctors are just like this. They are flustered and disgraceful when 

they encounter a little thing. 

 

Seeing this situation, the woman who had been shouting before finally found something wrong and 

grabbed Rost: 

 

“What are you talking about, Luo? Now I doubt if you are a traitor sent from outside! Now Qin Wu is in 

danger, but you are here to shirk your responsibility?” 

 

Rost was even more flustered by this arrest. The skin of my mouth was trembling and I didn’t know what 

to say. 

 



“I’m not a traitor! I’m not a traitor!” 

 

It took him a long time to spit out these words. 

 

Qin Wu over there temporarily protected his heart pulse because of a silver needle just given by Xiao 

Chen, but it didn’t take long to protect him. If he didn’t receive timely treatment, he would still lose his 

life soon. 

 

“I can really save your teammate. Would you rather watch him die than try?” Xiao Chen stopped at this 

time. 

 

“Get out!” The woman over there roared. 

 

Xiao Chen shook his head and walked out of the lobby directly. 

 

“Qin Wu, you’ll be fine!” Seeing Xiao Chen gone, the woman turned back and hugged Qin Wu. Seems to 

be looking forward to a miracle. 

 

“Sister lu’er, brother Qin Wu is really dying. You see, he has begun to roll his eyes now. I’ve heard that 

it’s a sign of dying.” 

 

A soldier nearby explained. 

 

“You’re dying. Your whole family is dying! My Qin Wu is King Kong’s good body. He’ll be fine. He’ll get 

better, but the medicine just hasn’t worked.” 

 

Hugh looked at the man she loved. It seems that his soul exists with him at the moment. 

 

Outside, Zhang Xian and Xiao Chen are already in front of the gate of the camp. 

 



“It’s very interesting, brother Xiao Chen. It’s not what I want to show you. But now you know the 

situation. It’s hard to take care of these young cubs.” 

 

Zhang Xian sighed softly. 

 

“It doesn’t matter. Let’s wait outside now.” Xiao Chen’s face was calm. 

 

“Wait? Wait for what?” Nangong Lengshan is a little strange. 

 

“The man inside still needs treatment. We’ll wait for them to come out and beg me.” Xiao Chen looked 

as if she was ready. 

 

“That’s a fart. This woman’s tone is so high that she doesn’t come to beg me. Even if her ancestors came 

for 18 generations, I won’t save people. Let’s go!” Nangong Lengshan said that he would pull Xiao Chen 

away. 

 

Zhang Xian didn’t move. Although Xiu lu’er just contradicted him, he knows his responsibility now. If 

Xiao Chen can really cure Qin Wu, it’s really an important thing. 

 

Seeing that he couldn’t pull Xiao Chen at all, Nangong Lengshan sighed heavily: “forget it, I’ll go and have 

a cigarette.” 

 

Then he walked out of the gate of the camp with a cigarette in his mouth. 

 

“My bodyguard’s character is like this. I hope brother Zhang Xian understands.” Xiao Chen smiled faintly. 

 

“It’s good to have character, young man.” Zhang Xian smiled. 

 

Inside Qin Wu’s body temperature began to be cold. At this time, Huo Lu realized that all her 

expectations were bubbles, which were not worth mentioning in reality. 

 



“Miracle doctor! Save Qin Wu! Miracle doctor…” 

 

She cried as she ran. 

 

When she came to the gate of the camp, she suddenly saw Xiao Chen and Zhang Xian waiting at the 

door. 

 

“Miracle doctor! Save my Qin Wu!” Hugh lu’er shouted and knelt down directly in front of Xiao Chen and 

Zhang Xian. 

 

When Zhang Xian saw her movements, a smile appeared on her face, while Xiao Chen had no waves on 

her face. 

 

The most difficult medicine to find in the world is regret medicine. If he hadn’t come today to inquire 

about more information, Qin Wu would have died because of Xiu lu’er’s wishful intention. 

 

“Miracle doctor!” Hugh dew kept kowtowing. 

 

“Sister lu’er…” several soldiers inside came out and saw this scene. They were still a little distressed. 

 

After all, they are their comrades in arms. It’s an insult to their dignity to kowtow all the time. 

 

But what is the use of dignity in front of life? 

 

If you can exchange dignity for your life, it is estimated that many people will give it in exchange if they 

don’t want to. 

 

What’s more, at present, this dignity is not to save her own life, but her comrades in arms. For Hugh 

lu’er, she is still her lover. 

 

Even if this dignity is lost, it is quite worth it. 



 

“I’ll go in and have a look.” Xiao Chen whispered, and Xiao ran passed by Xiu lu’er. 

 

“Thank you, doctor! Thank you, doctor!” Hugh lu’er thanked in a hurry. 

 

When he came to Qin Wu, Rost had disappeared. It seemed that he knew it was unnecessary to stay 

here, so he fled. 

 

Xiao Chen slowly injected a trace of chaotic Qi into Qin Wu’s body. He suddenly felt that the cells in Qin 

Wu’s body were several times stronger than ordinary people. 
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It seems that these special soldiers have been created through the transformation of some means. 

However, Xiao Chen knew very well that these people had improved their abilities in all aspects through 

special transformation, and their physique was several times the normal strength, but the problem was 

that their life expectancy was also greatly shortened. 

 

Take Qin Wu for example. His life expectancy now is almost only about 40 years old. Because his body is 

very strong now. 

 

Originally, Xiao Chen thought that Qin Wu could only live for half an hour at most, but now he came and 

saw that his cellular constitution was too strong. He was able to fully support him for at least an hour. 

 

This is quite amazing, because after such serious injury, you can survive for so long under such 

circumstances. 

 

Xiao Chen had to be shocked that the technology of the Empire had reached such a level. 

 

But even so, there is no Xiao Chen. Qin Wu is still facing the threat of death. 



 

A trace of chaotic Qi entered Qin Wu’s body. His wound was repairing rapidly and healing at a speed 

visible to the naked eye. 

 

The other soldiers on the side and the Xiu lu’er were stunned. They thought Xiao Chen was just a person 

who could speak sarcastic words, but now it seems that they have no eyes. The real miracle doctor is 

here, but they ignore people’s words. 

 

Fortunately, Xiao Chen didn’t leave, and there was a sigh in everyone’s heart. 

 

“Well, now take him in and have a rest. He should wake up soon.” Xiao Chen said and accepted his 

means. 

 

“Miracle doctor! Just now I have no eyes. Please lower the punishment. No matter what kind of 

punishment it is, I Xiulu won’t say half a ‘no’.” Hugh lu’er hurriedly came to apologize to Xiao Chen. 

 

“Punishment?” Xiao Chen felt a little ridiculous: “I’m not your officer, nor your boss, nor any position in 

this camp. I’m just a passer-by and haven’t been shot by you. It’s lucky.” 

 

“This……” Hugh lu’er knew that Xiao Chen was deliberately making trouble for her. She didn’t know what 

to say for a while. 

 

“Brother Xiao Chen, in fact, if you want to join us, we welcome you at any time. After all, with your 

joining, our combat effectiveness has been greatly improved. Our personnel safety has been completely 

guaranteed.” 

 

When Zhang Xian heard Xiao Chen’s words over there, he had the idea of soliciting. 

 

“Elder brother Zhang Xian is serious. I’m just an ordinary common people. I still can’t accept such 

important tasks. I believe you know the purpose of my coming here today, so I won’t say more.” 

 

Xiao Chen smiled and said. 



 

“Well, since brother Xiao Chen has made a decision in his heart, I can’t embarrass you.” Zhang Xian 

could only sigh. 

 

In fact, he knows Xiao Chen’s purpose and character. He knows that he has little chance to attract. But 

even so, he wants to try. If he succeeds, he won’t lose. 

 

Even if Xiao Chen refuses now. Then he didn’t lose face, because he didn’t initiate this remark first, but 

Xiao Chen said it first. 

 

“Mr. Xiao Chen, I haven’t seen you for a long time!” Suddenly a voice familiar to Xiao Chen came from 

outside. 

 

When Hugh heard the man’s voice, she immediately withdrew. 

 

“Captain Lin, long time no see.” Xiao Chen said and respectfully arched his hand in the direction of the 

gate. 

 

“Hey, Mr. Xiao Chen is so polite. We don’t need to talk about this.” Lin Shihao hurriedly came up and 

shook hands with Xiao Chen. 

 

“When did Mr. Xiao Chen come back?” Lin Shihao asked with a smile. 

 

“Thank you for your concern. I haven’t been back long.” Xiao Chen also smiled faintly. 

 

“Why did Mr. Xiao Chen come back when he didn’t spend more time in Wuling?” Lin Shihao asked again. 

 

“Captain Lin doesn’t know. My wife has been captured by a mysterious man. I’m investigating now. I just 

met brother Zhang Xian, so I came to see your special Wuwei camp.” Xiao Chen explained. 

 

“Oh?” Lin Shihao was stunned: “someone dares to kidnap Mr. Xiao Chen’s wife. That really doesn’t pay 

attention to Lin Shihao!” 



 

“Captain Lin, this person’s identity is very special. I’m afraid it’s difficult for you to say it, so in order to 

avoid some unnecessary trouble, I won’t say it here.” Xiao Chen deliberately said. 

 

As soon as Lin Shihao heard this, he knew the meaning of Xiao Chen’s words and the relationship 

between Xiao Chen and Kyoto. Otherwise, there would be no such a big noise in Wuling, so Xiao Chen 

said it now. 

 

He didn’t go down to ask, but he had a direction in his heart. People who can make Xiao Chen so afraid 

are not in the East China Sea. They can only be people from outside. 

 

Recently, only two of the people he knew came from outside. 

 

One is a high-level official in M country, and the other is a mysterious figure from Africa. 

 

Should the high-level leader of country m have some intersection with Xiao Chen for a moment and a 

half, then he can only be the mysterious figure from Africa. 

 

That’s a character who has been told not to provoke at all, and Xiao Chen’s wife will be kidnapped by 

such a character. Lin Shihao is also sweating for Xiao Chen. 

 

“I wonder what Mr. Xiao Chen’s plans are now?” Lin Shihao asked after he understood. 

 

“Aren’t you fighting against some special attacks? I’ll just come and have a look. If I can find some clues, 

it may be helpful to me.” 

 

Xiao Chen smiled and said. 

 

“Since Mr. Xiao Chen needs it, the door on our side will always be open to Mr. Xiao Chen!” Lin Shihao 

also smiled. 

 

“Thank you, Captain Lin.” Xiao Chen thanks. 



 

“The situation is not very optimistic now. Let’s go in and talk.” Lin Shihao said and motioned Xiao Chen 

to go inside. 

 

At this time, Nangong Lengshan also came in from the outside. 

 

After seeing Lin Shihao, I naturally know that his identity is not very general. 

 

“Oh, Captain Lin, let me introduce you. This is my bodyguard, Nangong Lengshan.” Xiao Chen saw 

Nangong Lengshan leaning over, so she introduced Lin Shihao. 

 

“Hello!” Lin Shihao immediately stretched out his hand. 

 

Like Zhang Xian, Lin Shihao seemed to know that Nangong Lengshan was Xiao Chen’s bodyguard, and he 

was very respectful to him. 

 

Nangong Lengshan felt flattered, but he was used to it. 
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After following Xiao Chen for so long, Nangong Lengshan has a very thorough understanding of his 

childhood playmate. 

First of all, Xiao Chen is so rich that he can’t imagine it. If you have to say that wealth can be enemy of 

the country, it’s absolutely not too much to put the word on Xiao Chen. 

 

Secondly, Xiao Chen’s strategy of means is quite amazing. It can be said that he is also a rare wise man in 

the world. Be able to see the essence of things clearly and show it perfectly in practice. 

 

Finally, Nangong Lengshan was proud of his ability. That’s fighting ability, but this time Xiao Chen not 

only got Taichu Baolu from Wuling, but also got the inheritance of Xiao Qingyuan. 



 

In terms of combat effectiveness, it has surpassed him, not just a little. It can be seen from the previous 

battles that Nangong Lengshan is a very good monk. 

 

But in front of Xiao Chen, it still doesn’t seem worth mentioning, and Xiao Chen’s current means, even 

he can’t figure it out thoroughly. 

 

After shaking hands with Lin Shihao, Nangong Lengshan naturally followed Xiao Chen. 

 

Now he feels very honored to be able to attend some scenes with Xiao Chen. 

 

As long as he doesn’t meet someone he doesn’t like, just like that Hugh lu’er, he can still maintain a 

relatively good attitude and image. 

 

After a while, they came to a small pavilion inside the lobby. Although it was small, all kinds of 

mechanical equipment were quite complete. You can see everything in the whole East China Sea area 

here. 

 

Moreover, if the actual situation needs to be retrieved, it can also be used for monitoring. 

 

Therefore, it is a miniature information warfare base, which can be said to be a key link in this battle. 

 

After entering, Xiao Chen found that a woman in uniform was constantly inputting all kinds of 

information. It seemed that she should be the administrator here. 

 

“Captain Lin! Commander Zhang!” The female law enforcement officer saluted both of them when she 

saw them coming. 

 

Both responded. 

 

“If Mr. Xiao Chen needs any information, he can investigate here.” Lin Shihao said very generously. 



 

Xiao Chen nodded: “thank you, Captain Lin. it’s really useful for me, but I need to connect the 

information here to my own computer control center. I don’t know if it will have any impact?” 

 

Hearing this, Zhang Xian and Lin Shihao were stunned. If Xiao Chen wants to use any tool in it to find out 

some information, it is OK. 

 

But if Xiao Chen wants to connect his computer into this, it is almost impossible. 

 

“I’m afraid I can’t do this. Let alone that your network is connected to the public network. Even if it’s not 

the public network, it’s quite difficult to open up a network connection line alone to get involved in our 

Corps. There’s a huge technical problem.” 

 

Lin Shihao said with a trace of apology on his face. 

 

“So it is.” Xiao Chen nodded again: “it doesn’t matter. If I can’t use it, I can’t force it. Since it’s from the 

Corps, I really can’t use it.” 

 

“I’m really sorry that this can’t help Mr. Xiao Chen.” Lin Shihao apologized again. 

 

“There’s no big problem. It’s my own business.” Xiao Chen showed his attitude again. 

 

“Guard commander, soldier commander. No, there seems to be some powerful monster in area B. now 

team Zhang seems to need reinforcements.” 

 

The female law enforcement officer who was constantly inputting various instructions over there 

suddenly said a more urgent message. 

 

“Open battle live.” Lin Shihao is very calm. 

 

After a while, a general orientation appeared on the whole screen. Then there is the basic scene that the 

monitoring can see. 



 

A small team in uniform is surrounded by a group of monsters who can’t see their appearance clearly. 

 

The team leader in the middle led his team members to break through the siege constantly, but the 

monsters seemed to be completely invincible. Slowly, more and more, the team in the middle could only 

constantly escape from the siege of the other party, but now the remaining escape area is not much. 

 

Xiao Chen looked at the location of the area over there and found that it was just another area where 

the dark information was located, so he turned to Lin Shihao and Zhang Xian and said, “guys, this place 

has something I need. Can you send me to the scene?” 

 

“Ah?” Lin Shihao and Zhang Xian were stunned: “Mr. Xiao Chen, you should know that the other party is 

a monster of unknown origin. This trip was quite dangerous in the past.” 

 

Lin Shihao finished. Zhang Xian also advised on one side; “This is beyond the reach of ordinary people. 

Your medical skills are second to none in the Empire today. If you have any accident, it will be a huge 

loss to the Empire.” 

 

“You two can rest assured that my physique has been different since I was a child. Moreover, the 

strength of my bodyguard is not necessarily worse than that of any of your special military guards.” Xiao 

Chen explained with a smile. 

 

When he finished, the momentum of Nangong Lengshan broke out in an instant. 

 

Zhang Xian and Lin Shihao both felt that he was extraordinary, so they nodded in shock and directly 

ordered the two attendants: “come on, prepare an express for these two and send them to the scene!” 

 

“Yes!” The two attendants said and retreated. 

 

“Captain Wei, why don’t you let these two gentlemen go with us!” Suddenly there came Hugh’s voice. 

 

“Go with you?” Lin Shihao was stunned again: “no, the vehicles of your special military guard team have 

been specially transformed. I’m worried that Mr. Xiao Chen and they will be not used to it.” 



 

“Just go with them.” Xiao Chen said again. 

 

“But their vehicle has been specially modified. Ordinary people will feel special dizziness in it, which may 

have some impact on the state of the two.” Lin Shihao still seems worried. 

 

“Did the captain forget what I did?” Xiao Chen smiled faintly. 

 

Lin Shihao remembered that Xiao Chen was a doctor himself, and this little problem was really not 

difficult for him. 

 

“Well, then go with your armed car and be sure to protect your safety!” Lin Shihao gave the order. 

 

“Yes!” Hugh lu’er immediately saluted and took orders. 

 

Then Xiao Chen and Nangong Lengshan followed Xiu lu’er to the side door. 

 

Although Nangong Lengshan’s heart still had some prejudice against Xiu luer, seeing that Xiao Chen 

didn’t express anything, he knew that what had just been solved, so he didn’t speak behind. 
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“Miracle doctor, is your name Xiao Chen?” Hugh lu’er talked to Xiao Chen in front. 

“Yes.” Xiao Chen answered very plainly. 

 

“I’m really sorry about the previous things…” Hugh lu’er seemed to feel some guilt for yelling at Xiao 

Chen and them before. 

 



“Now that I have agreed to do it, I naturally have no opinion on these things.” Xiao Chen’s tone was also 

very calm. It seemed that he was talking about something unimportant. 

 

“You are so young and your medical skills are so high. Have you also gone through some special 

training?” Asked Hugh. 

 

“It’s hard to say. In short, it’s cultivation.” Xiao Chen replied. 

 

“Practice?” Hugh lu’er felt a little surprised. 

 

“It’s hard to explain. So you’d better not inquire.” Xiao Chen doesn’t seem to want to talk about this 

topic. 

 

“Yes, my grandfather told me some strange things when he was a child. It seems that it is related to the 

practice you said, but I don’t understand it. So he died later, and there was no news in this regard.” 

 

Hugh lu’er said as if recalling her childhood. 

 

“This woman is so wordy.” Nangong Lengshan couldn’t help muttering on the side. 

 

Xiao Chen didn’t say anything, but just listened to Hugh lu’er as a listener. 

 

In this way, they came to the special armed vehicle. 

 

“Report! There are two distinguished guests here who are specially arranged by Captain Lin to take our 

special bus to the scene. Please instruct the captain!” 

 

Hugh lu’er walked forward very quickly and said the reason of the matter again. 

 

The captain looked up and down at Xiao Chen and Nangong Lengshan. His eyes were full of doubts, but 

Lin shihaofa’s words, he didn’t say anything and arranged vehicles for them. 



 

“Wait a minute, you two. It’ll be fine in a minute.” Hugh looked back and smiled. 

 

Xiao Chen and Nangong Lengshan had no expression. 

 

Hugh lu’er knew that she had yelled at them before. Although they didn’t say it on the surface, they still 

had some disagreements in their hearts. 

 

Soon. The car came and all three got on. 

 

This special vehicle is indeed somewhat different. It seems that there is not much space outside, but it is 

found that there is a lot of space after entering. 

 

“There was originally a place for weapons at the back of this side, but this time I have to take two 

people, so I didn’t take them. It can be regarded as a special car for two people.” Hugh lu’er introduced 

with a smile. 

 

As soon as her voice fell, the car sped away. 

 

No wonder Lin Shihao thought that they might not be used to it. It turned out that the vehicle 

accelerated quite rapidly and suddenly felt that it had been promoted to a very high speed. 

 

After a while, the car began to turn on the tortuous road, because it was a little fast. It feels like being in 

a racing car. When you sit in the back, you will feel your body shaking all the time. 

 

Nangong Lengshan was not used to taking a car. Now when he meets this situation, the whole person’s 

face suddenly looks ugly. It seems that carsickness has happened again. 

 

Seeing this, Xiao Chen took his time and turned a trace of chaotic Qi, and then poured it into his body. 

 

Nangong Lengshan immediately felt that his mind was much clearer and his uncomfortable feeling 

disappeared. 



 

So he smiled at Xiao Chen. 

 

Hugh lu’er over there is also struggling. It seems that she is also very disgusted with taking such a car, 

just because she has a task. I was from a special corps, so I had no choice but to take such a car. 

 

The speed is very fast. It’s also a special passage, so it’s finished in less than 10 minutes. Usually, it takes 

at least 20 minutes to walk in Donghai city. 

 

After arriving at the scene. Xiao Chen and Nangong Lengshan both saw that there were indeed many 

strange creatures under the building. After entering, they found that the faces of these creatures were 

the same. 

 

It’s like everything has been copied and cloned. Even the way of action and attack seems to be the same. 

 

There are already two teams outside to reinforce, but you can see those monsters rushing out of the 

building like an endless stream. 

 

Now there is still a team inside the building. According to this situation, let alone saving people, it is very 

difficult to clean up these monsters. 

 

When Hugh lu’er saw these monsters, she couldn’t help getting goose bumps all over, because they 

were so disgusting. They are covered with sticky liquid all over and look like they have just hatched from 

their eggs. 

 

When the bullet hits those monsters, it will splash a lot of mucus, which makes people want to vomit. 

 

“Brother. How’s the situation now?” Hugh lu’er directly took a weapon and went to a team leader over 

there. 

 

Sounds like Hugh’s brother. 

 



At the moment when the captain over there turned his head, suddenly one of them flew across the 

distance. 

 

“Captain, be careful!” Several martial guards over there quickly raised their guns. 

 

When the captain heard the sound, he quickly raised his gun and shot the monster in the air. 

 

Seeing that the situation was so dangerous, Hugh lu’er also rushed up with her own weapon. 

 

But just as we were about to get to the team over there, a monster suddenly appeared on the ground 

and directly entangled her feet. 

 

Hughuer screamed at once. 

 

A Wu Wei over there immediately prepared to come and save her. 

 

But just as he picked up his weapon and walked this way, there were two monsters flying in his 

direction. 

 

“Be careful! Come on! Set fire and cover!” The captain over there ordered immediately. 

 

All Wuwei instantly raised their weapons and shot the two monsters in the air. 

 

And xiulu’er here was saved by the Wu Wei. 

 

“What are you doing here? Don’t you see how dangerous it is just now? Leave quickly. These monsters 

are very difficult to deal with. Don’t come to the war until the regiment has worked out a way!” 

 

The captain didn’t seem to want his sister to join such a battle. 

 



“I’ve come. Is there any reason to go back?” Hugh lu’er seemed a little unwilling. She raised her weapon 

and began to shoot continuously. After a while, she killed the monsters outside the building. 

 

“Ah!” Suddenly a scream came from inside the building. 

 

“No, something happened to the greedy wolf team!” The captain’s expression suddenly became serious. 

 

At present, it is almost impossible for them to make a strong attack, and air support has not arrived yet. 

 

You can only watch your teammates trapped in it. 

 

“Captain, is there a directional bomb?” At this time, Xiao Chen came over. 
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“Who are you?” The captain seemed very dissatisfied with the sudden arrival of Xiao Chen. 

“Brother, he is a miracle doctor. They want to come here by themselves. Captain Lin asked them to 

come here.” Hugh lu’er explained. 

 

“Miracle doctor? Oh, do you know where this is? Do you see the monster over there? Since you are a 

doctor, you should stay in the camp honestly and don’t walk around. We have sent back so many injured 

people before. You still have free time to come here?” 

 

The captain smiled coldly. His eyes are still staring at the monsters in front of him. 

 

Xiao Chen didn’t want to explain anything, but still asked, “do you have a directional blasting bomb? Can 

you use it?” 

 

“What do you want?” The captain finally noticed Xiao Chen’s meaning. 



 

“Give us a way, we can go in and save people.” Xiao Chen was very calm. 

 

“Doctor Xiao Chen, are you right? This is a battlefield. Look at those monsters. Can you go in and save 

people?” Hugh lu’er was also full of surprise at this time. 

 

“Of course I can.” Xiao Chen nodded confidently. 

 

“Are you sure he’s a miracle doctor? Not a fool from a psychiatric hospital?” At this time, the captain 

over there completely scoffed at Xiao Chen’s statement. 

 

“Captain Xiufeng, no, there are more and more monsters!” The next Wuwei will report the situation. 

 

These monsters not only came out of the building, but also appeared from other positions. Therefore, 

several Wuwei had to pay attention to the surrounding situation. 

 

“The cells of these monsters regenerate very fast. You have to deal a devastating blow to completely kill 

them. If you use these simple weapons again, you will only fight more and more.” Xiao Chen analyzed it 

on one side. 

 

“Is that true?” Xiufeng was a little shaken at this time. 

 

These monsters are really fighting more and more. If they are really like what Xiao Chen said, they can’t 

fight in the way they are now. 

 

“Somebody! Throw dynamite!” Xiufeng can’t care how to protect the building at this time. Now it’s the 

most important to clean up these monsters first. 

 

“The explosives are ready!” Several martial guards over there shouted out. 

 

“Let go!” Xiufeng gave orders. 



 

“Boom! Boom! Boom!” 

 

In an instant, several explosives exploded in the monster group. 

 

A lot of monsters were blown apart. Flying around. 

 

But it did have a certain effect. Relatively speaking, there are many fewer monsters. 

 

“Can you trust me now?” Xiao Chen smiled and looked at Xiu Feng. 

 

“Then you need us to do this?” Xiufeng still has some trust in Xiao Chen now. 

 

“Make a way for me with directional blasting bombs, and I’ll go in and save the trapped people inside.” 

Xiao Chen is still the first sentence. 

 

“No, although you can see that these guys are afraid of bombs, after all, these monsters are still 

monsters. We don’t know how many there are in the building. Now we don’t dare to go in, let alone you 

who have nothing and can’t do anything.” 

 

At this time, Xiufeng didn’t want to listen to Xiao Chen at all. 

 

“I can say this for my reason. Since you chose to believe me from the beginning, why don’t you believe 

me in the end?” Xiao Chen was also a little worried at this time. 

 

“No. what if you go in and don’t come out, and captain Lin comes to me at that time? What shall I tell 

you?” It seems that Xiu Feng has eaten the weight and made an iron heart. 

 

Hugh lu’er watched and wanted to say something. But in the end, he just moved his mouth and didn’t 

really open his mouth. 

 



In fact, Xiao Chen and Nangong Lengshan can be killed, but there are too many monsters. He doesn’t 

waste so much energy, and on the other hand, there are so many people watching outside. 

 

The two of them just went straight in. It’s a bit shocking. 

 

While Xiao Chen was constantly thinking about how to persuade Xiu Feng, another scream came from 

the building. It was obvious that the team inside was attacked again. 

 

“Now the reinforcements over there don’t know when they can come here. Think about it. If you go in 

late, your teammates will be more dangerous. Don’t you want to believe me? I promise you, I will save 

your teammates.” 

 

Xiao Chen played the emotion card. 

 

Sure enough, after hearing this, Xiu Feng’s face changed a little: “what do you want? You can see the 

situation of these monsters. Once they are contaminated, the whole person will be eroded. Do you 

understand?” 

 

“I know all this. I’m a doctor. Even if I’m infected, I can cure it. Trust me!” Xiao Chen was also a little 

worried at this time. 

 

“If we can’t, we’ll kill them directly, otherwise the people inside are too dangerous.” Nangong Lengshan 

over there seems to be impatient. 

 

“Ah!” Not far away, a Wuwei screamed. 

 

It turned out that he was accidentally caught by the monster. 

 

Now the whole person is being eroded. 

 

Seeing this, Xiao Chen walked over without saying a word. The vitality in his hand spewed out, directly 

chopped the monster, and then pulled the Wu Wei back to safety. 



 

Then he stabbed him with a silver needle, and a Qi of chaos entered the body of Wu Wei without trace. 

 

So everyone saw that the eroded skin was better in an instant. 

 

It seems that something has fallen off Wu Wei’s skin. 

 

“Heart eating ant!” Xiao Chen saw the origin of this thing at a glance. 

 

Seeing this scene, Xiu Feng seems to have a new understanding of Xiao Chen. 

 

“How’s it going? Do you still doubt me now?” Xiao Chen looked at Xiu Feng. 

 

“Master, although your Kung Fu is excellent, you need to know that it’s just one. There can be thousands 

in it. Do you really want to take this risk?” Xiufeng is also very tangled at this time. 

 

“Brother, I think doctor Xiao Chen is really unusual. Just trust him once and let them in. At present, even 

if the rescue team comes, we can’t fight in. There are too many monsters.” Hugh lu’er on one side finally 

couldn’t help talking. 

 

“This…” Xiu Feng was silent for a moment, and then ordered: “come on, take out all the blasting mines 

and open the way for the expert!” 

 

“Yes!” Several military guards immediately took orders and rushed up with mines. 

 

Xiao Chen and Nangong Lengshan smiled and followed them. 

 

One of the Wuwei rushed directly in front of the monster group and put a mine on the ground not far 

away. 
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Seeing a monster, he rushed at him, but the Wu Wei seemed to hate these monsters. He simply shouted 

and raised his gun: “come on! I’ll kill you all! I’ll die with you!” 

“Boom!” There was a loud noise. 

 

That Wu Wei thought he was dead this time, but he didn’t expect that there were no scars on his body 

after the smoke dispersed. 

 

“This… What’s going on?” The Wu Wei looked shocked. 

 

“Open circuit.” Xiao Chen followed him with a smile. 

 

Wu Wei immediately understood what was going on. So he directly took a few mines and rushed to the 

innermost monster pile. 

 

“Boom!” Again. 

 

A mine exploded again, while the Wuwei stood intact. 

 

“Hahaha! Cool!” The Wu Wei laughed. Ready to rush in again. 

 

But it gave him a direct force to stop him. 

 

“Well, your task is finished. Go back quickly. It’s too dangerous here. I was helping you just now. Now 

without my help, you’ll be dangerous if you get stained by the monster.” Xiao Chen said, just like a gust 

of breeze passing through the body of Wu Wei. 

 

Seeing Xiao Chen leave, Wu Wei realized that Xiao Chen was not cheating him, so he finally threw 

several bombs in his hand at the nearby monsters. 



 

After a few loud noises, a large number of monsters were blown to pieces, but the Wu Wei seemed to 

be injured. 

 

Xiao Chen and Nangong Lengshan went directly into the interior of the building under the cover of 

mines. 

 

When they came inside, something that made their scalp numb appeared in front of them. 

 

There is a huge meat ball in the interior of the first floor of the building, which looks like a kind of pupa, 

and monsters constantly climb out of it. 

 

No wonder this monster will continue. There is a meat ball that can produce infinitely. Xiao Chen didn’t 

say a word. Directly flew the golden sword, and a sword directly penetrated the meat ball. 

 

“Poof!” The meat ball instantly seemed to vent, and it exploded directly, with blood and water flying 

everywhere. 

 

“Oh!” Nangong Lengshan almost threw up because the scene was so disgusting. 

 

Even Xiao Chen felt a trace of nausea after seeing it. 

 

After the meat ball was destroyed, the monsters who kept going outside suddenly seemed to have 

received some orders. The speed increased several times, and rushed directly towards Nangong 

Lengshan and Xiao Chen. The speed was quite amazing. 

 

“Die!” Nangong Lengshan waved his green wood sword and cut off most of the monsters in an instant. 

Xiao Chen also played a wave of vitality and directly cleared the remaining monsters. 

 

“Master! Master!” Xiufeng is already looking silly outside. Unexpectedly, Nangong Lengshan and Xiao 

Chen cleared almost all the monsters as soon as they went in. 

 



“You stay outside. It may be more dangerous up there. We went up first and saved people. We’ll come 

back!” Xiao Chen shouted outside, and then walked towards the interior of the building with Nangong 

Lengshan. 

 

After a while, they came to the second floor. Compared with the first floor, it was really very quiet, and 

they couldn’t feel any other breath at all. Just as they were ready to find the stairs directly to the third 

floor. 

 

Suddenly, a woman in a tight uniform came out with a whip. 

 

“You two are here at last. I’ve been waiting here for a long time.” The woman said and giggled. 

 

When they looked at it, they found that the woman was not from Xia. Looks similar to the race in Africa, 

can’t see beauty or ugliness, but has female characteristics. 

 

“Did the desert God of war send you again?” Xiao Chen looked at the woman with a serious face. 

 

But she didn’t answer. Waving her whip, she rushed at Xiao Chen and Nangong Lengshan. 

 

“I’ll deal with her!” Nangong Lengshan said and took out his green wood sword to meet him. 

 

Xiao Chen didn’t hesitate. The golden sword in his hand flew out in an instant. It was very fast and 

constantly interfered with the woman’s battle with Nangong Lengshan. 

 

After they fought for a while, Xiao Chen saw a chance. A sword went straight through the woman’s 

body. 

 

The woman fell to the ground before she could even scream. 

 

“Dare to stop us at this level.” Nangong Lengshan said and took away his green wood sword. 

 



Xiao Chen looked at the woman’s body and always felt something wrong, but he couldn’t say it again. 

After careful determination. Found that the woman was indeed dead. 

 

“Let’s go and hurry up. I feel that people should not be far from us.” Nangong Lengshan said and went 

straight to the stairs. 

 

However, at the moment when they both relaxed their vigilance, the woman suddenly grew a tail 

several meters long. There was a poisonous thorn on her tail, which looked like a scorpion’s tail. 

 

The tail aimed slightly in one direction for a while and stabbed out directly. 

 

Xiao Chen suddenly felt a sense of crisis in her heart. 

 

So he hurriedly turned back. At this time, the poisonous thorn had come behind him, silent, and there 

was no chance to avoid. 

 

“Poof!” The poisonous sting directly pierced into Xiao Chen’s body. 

 

Seeing this scene, the woman over there couldn’t help laughing wildly in situ. 

 

Nangong Lengshan was walking, and suddenly felt a gust of wind coming from Xiao Chen. 

 

Turning his head, he found that a poisonous thorn was inserted into Xiao Chen’s chest. 

 

“Xiao Chen!” Nangong Lengshan hurriedly went up and cut off the scorpion’s tail. 

 

The stinger was also pulled out by him. 

 

“Xiao Chen! How could this happen?” Nangong Lengshan looked at the scene in front of him in disbelief. 

 



At this time, this scene was also shown in the base of the desert God of war. 

 

“God of war, Xiao Chen doesn’t seem to be very strong. He can’t even escape such an attack. It seems 

that you don’t need to deal with him.” The woman on the side with spider like eight claws on her back 

smiled. 

 

It seems that Xiao Chen is dead. She is very relieved. 

 

But the desert God of War didn’t believe that Xiao Chen could be killed by such an attack. 

 

“Xiao Chen, how are you? Are you okay?” Nangong Lengshan seems unwilling to believe the fact that 

Xiao Chen was successfully attacked at this time. 

 

“I… I may be here. You should help me… Find them both…” Xiao Chen said and fainted directly. 

 

“Xiao Chen!” Nangong Lengshan constantly conveys his true Qi into Xiao Chen’s body, but it seems to 

have no effect. 

 

“Hum! Let him die like this! It’s too cheap for him!” The desert God of war saw this scene and couldn’t 

help hammering his throne. 

 

“Report to the God of war that Xiao Chen has indeed lost all vital signs. He is indeed dead.” Some of the 

men here also came up to report. 
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Although some people didn’t believe it, Xiao Chen died in front of him. The desert God of war was quite 

restless at this time. 

Previously, I saw that Xiao Chen was very brave. God blocked and killed God and Buddha blocked and 

killed Buddha. Why didn’t he even escape such a simple move. 



 

Watching his good brother fall down like this. Nangong Lengshan is both sad and indignant. But now the 

only thing he can do is to convey his true Qi to Xiao Chen. 

 

But Xiao Chen was unresponsive. 

 

“God of war, will our opportunity continue?” In the desert God of war’s base, several men knelt in front 

of him on one knee, as if waiting for his instructions. 

 

The desert God of war suddenly felt a sense of loss. It seems that he is unwilling to achieve such a goal. 

 

But what should be done was still to be done, so he ordered, “my previous arrangement will continue, 

and the two women will be handed over to Elise.” 

 

“Yes!” The men retired after taking orders. 

 

Because Xiao Chen’s death has become a reality, only one screen is still monitoring the situation of Xiao 

Chen, and some representative positions in the East China Sea appear on other screens. 

 

Just as Nangong Lengshan was trying to convey real Qi to Xiao Chen, several monsters similar to human 

suddenly came from behind him, but there were white hairs all over his body. 

 

It also looks scary. 

 

“Hey, hey! Gulu Gulu!” Strange sounds came from their mouths. It seemed that after seeing Nangong 

Lengshan and Xiao Chen, they saw their food. 

 

Nangong Lengshan noticed the voice behind him. Now he knew what he had to do was to take Xiao 

Chen back first. 

 

So he drew out the green wood sword and cut several sword Qi directly in the direction of several 

monsters coming from behind. 



 

“Qiang! Qiang!” The sword Qi fell on the white haired monster. It was like chopping on metal, emitting a 

violent collision sound. 

 

After a while, another woman came down from upstairs. She didn’t look much different from normal 

people, and she didn’t have any hair on her body. 

 

When the white haired monsters saw her, they seemed to bow down as if they had seen their master. 

 

“It’s a pity. Although my sister died, Xiao Chen’s life ended like this. It’s really a pity that I didn’t kill him 

myself.” The woman spit out the language of Xia. 

 

“Don’t be complacent. Xiao Chen can’t die so easily. His strength is beyond your imagination!” Nangong 

Lengshan did not agree with the woman at this time. 

 

“Hum. The dead duck has a hard mouth. I think you have some skills. Come back with me to serve the 

God of war and let you live in the world in another form. Otherwise, you have to die!” The woman said, 

with a murderous look on her face. 

 

“Bah! Even if I’m dead, I can’t associate with people like you. People like you are inferior to scum and 

are pests of the whole planet!” Nangong Lengshan disdains tunnels very much. 

 

“Hum, little human beings dare to be so rampant. Since you are determined to die, I’ll let you have a 

good taste. What is it that you can’t survive, you can’t die!” The woman suddenly uttered a sharp cry. 

 

The pricked Nangong Lengshan felt that the eardrum was about to burst. 

 

The three white haired monsters heard the sound. In an instant, all the hair stood up, and his eyes 

became very red. He rushed directly to the position of Nangong Lengshan. 

 

Nangong Lengshan saw that sharp and long claws grew on the hands of the three monsters, just like 

some fierce beasts. 



 

Because the speed of the three monsters is also very fast, Nangong Lengshan can only run Zhenqi to 

protect his whole body, and then cross the green wood sword in front of him. 

 

“Goo!” A monster let out a long roar and killed it with one claw in an instant. 

 

Nangong Lengshan is calm and self-contained. He uses the green wood sword in his hand to block it. In 

an instant, I felt a huge force from the sword, and he was pushed out for several meters. 

 

Feeling the power of this monster, Nangong Lengshan couldn’t help feeling heavier. He didn’t expect 

that only a few monsters that didn’t seem to be too special would have such a strong explosive power. 

 

And their sword Qi obviously has little effect on them. 

 

“I tell you. These are not ordinary freaks, but evolved from the three strongest people in the team who 

just went up. They got their current strength after a life and death duel, hahaha!” 

 

A cruel smile appeared on the woman’s face above. 

 

Hearing the woman’s statement, Nangong Lengshan remembered that the scream he had heard 

downstairs was the voice of Wu Wei of the team who went up. 

 

“You are so mean!” Nangong Lengshan was already trembling with anger. 

 

However, he warned himself to calm down. If he didn’t take Xiao Chen out now, Xiao Chen and himself 

would really be buried here. 

 

The other two white haired monsters attacked again. This time, Nangong Lengshan didn’t fight with 

them, but seized an opportunity to find a place where both monsters could hurt each other, directly run 

Zhenqi and dodge at the last second. 

 

“Poof!” 



 

The two monsters collided with each other and plunged their claws into each other’s body in an instant. 

 

They all roared. 

 

“What!” The woman was slightly surprised at this scene. She didn’t expect Nangong Lengshan to come 

up with such a move at this time. 

 

“How can a simple minded and well-developed thing like you compete with a human with such a high IQ 

as me?” 

 

Nangong Lengshan smiled proudly over there. 

 

If this was heard by Xiao Chen, it is estimated that he may come up and punch him now. 

 

This is also called high IQ? If you have a high IQ, you won’t be so reckless and illogical. 

 

But now Xiao Chen can’t hear what he’s talking about. 

 

In fact, Nangong Lengshan also said this on purpose. He knew that as long as he said this, he would 

certainly arouse the anger of the woman opposite. 

 

Sure enough, the woman began to change in an instant. Originally she looked like a normal human, but 

now she also began to grow hair, and a long tail grew behind her. 

 

It’s just that there’s nothing on the tail like the sharp thorn of the woman before. It’s just a pure tail. 
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“I said, are all your people here evolved from ape people and always have tails? Have you all returned to 

your ancestors?” Nangong Lengshan couldn’t help joking over there. 

But as soon as his voice fell, the woman here had moved. 

 

The speed was unimaginable, so Nangong Lengshan quickly blocked it with a sword. 

 

The first one also blocked the woman’s attack. But there was a white haired monster behind him. This 

time, he couldn’t escape completely. There was still a deep wound on his hand. 

 

“Die!” At this time, the monster transformed by the woman was determined to kill Nangong Lengshan. 

 

Moving again, he came to Nangong Lengshan in an instant and grabbed it with another claw. 

 

Nangong Lengshan reacted quickly and blocked it with a green wood sword. 

 

It makes a strong sound of metal collision again. In an instant, he was beaten straight out. 

 

In the process of flying out, the only white haired monster didn’t give him any chance and rushed up 

again. 

 

However, Nangong Lengshan didn’t avoid this time, but directly operated Qi. Qingmu sword suddenly 

gave out light and closed its throat with one sword. 

 

“Poof!” The white haired monster was directly beheaded by Nangong Lengshan. 

 

And its body lost the support of strength and fell down at the moment when it was about to jump on 

Nangong Lengshan. 

 

Nangong Lengshan turned over and fell to the ground, but there was still a deep scar on his abdomen, 

which was obviously caused by the monster just now. 

 



Moreover, Nangong Lengshan also found that there seemed to be something spreading on his wound, 

and his blood and Qi were slowly solidifying. 

 

“Ha ha, although you killed several of my servants, you are poisoned by me now. You will become my 

new servant. I like your strength and wisdom very much!” 

 

The woman then changed back to her original appearance, and her white hair and sharp claws were 

taken back. 

 

Nangong Lengshan can only support his body with a green wood sword. 

 

He looked at Xiao Chen in front of him. At this time, he was disillusioned. 

 

“Brother, you can only come here. It’s a pity that you can’t find them back. You can do whatever you 

want to do next.” 

 

Then he suddenly turned his Qi and directly pointed to his chest with his fingers. 

 

“What are you doing?” The woman over there was surprised. She didn’t expect that Nangong Lengshan 

would rather cut himself off than be her slave. 

 

“No way!” At this time, she turned again and rushed up directly. To stop Lengshan this time. 

 

However, Nangong Lengshan had no fear at all. A smile appeared on his face and directly plunged his 

hand into his chest. 

 

In an instant, a huge blood hole appeared on his chest. 

 

“Farewell, Qianqian!” Nangong Lengshan just stood upright. 

 

The woman came to him. But he killed himself first. 



 

“Hum, self righteous human!” The woman looked at Nangong Lengshan contemptuously, and suddenly 

took out something like a syringe in her hand. There was green liquid in the syringe, which looked like a 

synthetic medicine. 

 

Seeing that she was about to inject the medicine into Nangong Lengshan’s body, a gust of wind blew up. 

 

“Who?” The woman wants to turn back. But I don’t know where a concealed weapon dart flew directly 

through her head. 

 

She lost her consciousness in an instant. Fell into a pool of blood. 

 

The next second, Xiao Chen and Nangong Lengshan were swept away. In the second floor of the whole 

building, there are only the bodies of the desert God of war. 

 

“Bai Yu was killed? How could it be? Isn’t Xiao Chen dead? The boy named Nangong Lengshan is just a 

soft footed shrimp. He can’t kill Bai Yu!” 

 

Within the base, the desert God of war was very excited at this time. 

 

But on the big screen, the original location of Xiao Chen and Nangong Lengshan had become the bodies 

of only Bai Yu and several white haired monsters. 

 

“God of war, I suspect it’s the one who did it. Why don’t you go and see him!” Alice smiled softly. 

 

“See him? I’ll kill him if I want to see him. It’s not the time yet. Since Xiao Chen was saved, I’ll see if the 

old man can save him.” 

 

The desert God of war sneered. 

 



“So far, no one in the world has been able to crack the poison of black scorpion. Even if I stabbed that 

very powerful figure in country m last time, country m still didn’t work out an antidote. It’s just futile for 

me to rely on this old man.” 

 

Elise on the edge seems very confident about the poison of the black scorpion. 

 

“Those who belittle us because they think their empire is developed in science and technology must pay 

their due price!” 

 

The desert God of war said, and a strong murderous spirit erupted in his eyes, which directly shattered a 

large screen in an instant. 

 

On the other side, in the cave of a waterfall, Nangong Lengshan and Xiao Chen are lying on the ground 

at this time. 

 

Both were dying. 

 

An old man slowly covered Xiao Chen with a lotus leaf. 

 

“Boy, you have Taichu Baolu. Although you have been poisoned by this world, it can help you activate 

your Taichu Baolu. I just provide you with an introduction. The rest is up to you.” 

 

With that, a mysterious breath in the old man’s hand was injected into the lotus leaf. The lotus leaf 

seemed to have spirit. It turned into a trace of green light slowly, and then directly entered Xiao Chen’s 

heart. 

 

Xiao Chen, who had fallen into a deep coma, suddenly saw a green light in the dark. 

 

“What is this?” Xiao Chen was very confused. 

 

Then the light flew in one direction. 

 



Xiao Chen also followed up. Soon after, Xiao Chen came to a very broad space. 

 

There is chaos in this space. There is nothing but everything. 

 

The green light suddenly entered his mind. 

 

“Boy, I’m just an introduction. The rest is up to you!” 

 

An old man’s voice came. 

 

Xiao Chen was still full of doubts. At this time, he didn’t remember anything that had happened before, 

and didn’t even know where he was. 

 

“On my own?” He kept thinking about this sentence. 

 

Suddenly, the surrounding chaos began to change, and the originally peaceful environment became 

violent. 

 

Xiao Chen felt that there seemed to be some other breath coming here. 

 

Sure enough, bursts of black fog suddenly shrouded over. 

 

In the fog, Xiao Chen felt that he couldn’t breathe, and seemed to dissipate soon. 

 


